COUNTY LINE ANTIQUE
TRACTOR CLUB
Cement Rules Revised 4/13/19
Classes:
Percentage Class- Limited 220 square inches or smaller (15.5x38, 16.9x30) if entering the
percentage class you may not pull that tractor in any other class.
Open Classes4250, 4750, 5250, 5750, 6250, and 7250
5750 will also have a Limited Class for 18.4 x 38 or smaller bias ply. Specify when signing up
or you will be put in the open class.
CEMENT RULES
1. Contestants enter at their own risk and must be able to operate tractor in a safe manner.
2. All tractor and operators must weigh in before the pull. Contestants must sign waiver at time of weigh in. Any
contestants under the age of 18 must have a parent or guardian sign the waiver also. An adult responsible for the
underage contestant must be at track side during the pull while minors are pulling. No one is allowed on the pulling
tack during the pull except the track workers.
3. Hitch shall be no less than 24” behind the center line of the rear axle and no higher than 20”.
Hitch must be rigid in all directions and be deemed safe by judges and have a minimum of 3” hole.
4.Wheelie Bars are mandatory, shall be a minimum of 4” behind radius of rear tires lower than the hitch with a
minimum of 4x4 pads, shall support the tractor at its heaviest weight, and be independent of the hitch. If hook
touches the concrete pad while pulling that pull will be blown dead and no measurement given. Fenders are strongly
recommended.
5.Weights shall be securely fastened no further forward than 11’ from the center of the rear axle, extend no more
than 36” behind the center of the rear axle or must be inside of radius of rear tires whichever is greater and they
must not interfere with hitching area.
6.NO BOUNCING OR JERKING! Anything falling off tractor during pull shall result in disqualification. If any part of rear
tire goes off the cement pad pull will be blown dead and no measurement given.
7.If tractor is entered by multiple drivers in the same class it will only receive the highest spot it placed and there will
be a tractor placed between drivers. Tractors are allowed to pull multiple classes.
8.Two 30 second attempts per weight, pull must be made during the 30 seconds. Do not pop the concrete if concrete
pops that hook shall be blown dead no measurement given.
9.No dual tires, no tire chains, no steel wheels and no tractors allowed pulling in 4 wheel drive.
Committee Members:
Brad Turner
Jason Spiess
517 819-8162
Mark Carrier
248 444-4787
Nick Bosworth
810 803-5844
Ray Montemayor 517 803-5844
Rob MacKenzie 517 719-7443

Ideas to discuss for future pulls:
Team Pulling- Put name in a hat and blind draw for teammates. Percentage figured on last full pull of each tractor
and added together.
Grudge Match Pulling- Brand vs. Brand Percentage figured on last full pull of each tractor and added together.
Combined Percentage Pull- Cement Pull Percentage + Dirt Pull Percentage = Winning Percentage

